AREN A is a sports facility management system that is fully integrated and developed to manage everyday tasks. It includes all the required features to simplify the interactions between management and clients. From member billing, class schedules, trainer registrations, to court rentals; our system will help gyms, fitness centers, and sports clubs take their business to new heights of performance and capability.

Why Arena?

ALL-IN-ONE Software
Enhanced Efficiency
Integration with Accounting, Electronic Gates, and Other Systems
Easy To Use
Process Automation
Enhanced Business Performance
**Member Management**

The membership management module of ARENA enables to track and manage all the membership activities of the clients. ARENA is fully automated to save time and eliminate repetitive tasks. Users are able to:

- Manage profiles, contracts, and packages (photos, status, payments, installments, and renewals/auto-renewals, customize packages for clients)
- Track active members
- Create new memberships
- Collect membership dues
- Allow membership transfers
- Freeze/Unfreeze
- Integrate the client profile with any access control (Use photo-ID, key tag or biometrics for member check-in.)

**Locker Management**

The locker management module allows to manage and track the lockers’ rentals and availabilities.

**Private Trainers (PT)**

The private trainers module allows users to manage the trainers’ profiles (demographics, classes, cost per session...), set packages and offers for private sessions, define classes, plan costs, and track the customer’s sessions through the calendar.

**Classes Management**

Users are able to assign coaches, set the classes’ schedules, reserve seats for clients in classes, and track the classes’ attendees.

**Dashboards**

A customizable dashboard based on business KPIs includes the most used features of the fitness center.

**Reporting**

The gym system generates reports such as:

- Cash Drawers
- Sales Reports
- Members Reports
- PT Sessions Reports
- Entry Logs of Members
- Attendance Analysis Reports
- Staff Payroll Reports
- Class Attendance Reports
Areas
The area reservation system allows users to check the available areas (courts, studios, pools …) and assign the activities that can be held in each area. This system is fully integrated with the gym system and the academy system to help users avoid reservation mistakes.

Contracts
The system is able to manage contracts between the clients and the fitness centers concerning the reservation packages.

Reporting
The area reservation system generates reports such as:
- Sales Reports
- Reservation Reports
Member Profile
The member profile section allows users to manage members’ profiles by creating new profiles or accessing existing profiles.

Classes
This module enables users to manage classes by setting their areas or courts, schedule and trainers.

The module is fully integrated with the area registration system to prevent multiple reservations conflicts.

Camps
The camps module enables users to create and edit the camps held in the centers by setting the programs, the offers and services, the cost and the age group.

Attendance Management
At any time, coaches can track the attendance of all their classes from any device (tablets, smartphones...).

Reporting
The academy system generates reports such as:
- Members Reports
- Class Attendance Reports
- Sales Reports
Integrated Digital Systems (IDS) is an Information & Communication Technology company dedicated to developing solutions tailored to the needs of private enterprises and public bodies.

Headquartered in Lebanon and supported by its solid network of offices and partners, IDS designs and implements solutions for leading companies and government institutions across the MENA region, including customers in Kuwait, Qatar, KSA, Bahrain, Iraq, and UAE.

IDS is also part of the Microsoft Partner Network and has been a Microsoft Certified Partner since 2001. IDS achieves high quality standards by implementing a Quality Management System according to the ISO 9001:2015 requirements.

Our line of business covers:

- Websites & Web Portals
- Mobile Applications
- Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
- Document Archiving & Management
- Outsourcing
- E-Commerce
- Business Intelligence
- Wealth Management & Financial Solutions
- Online Trading
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